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evolution reaction (HER) and CO2 reduc-
tion.[1–5] Partly, the OER can be replaced 
by economically more viable processes, 
where the electrons are supplied by value-
added oxidations of organic molecules 
(hybrid water electrolysis).[3,4,6] For all 
processes, to be economically viable, the 
applied electrodes must operate at large 
current densities and elevated tempera-
tures without degradation over long oper-
ating times.[7,8] For applications where free 
standing electrodes are used (traditional 
alkaline water electrolysis, organic elec-
trosynthesis, the chloralkali process…), 
powder catalysts fixed with binders can be 
disadvantageous, as they usually neither 
meet the required mechanical and chem-
ical stability nor are cost-effective in their 
manufacturing.[8] A more suitable alterna-
tive is the direct modification of metallic 
electrode substrate surfaces.[9–11] In this 
context, the most promising electrode 
substrate is conducting and cheap nickel 
foam (NF) which provides a porosity in 

the micrometer range (10–1000  µm).[12] The surface area and 
active sites of NF could be drastically enhanced by the forma-
tion of hierarchical nanostructures on its surface. Such a NF 
could potentially be applied for various electrocatalytic reactions 
without the need of any further catalyst to fulfil the industrial 
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1. Introduction

The oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is critical for a sustain-
able energy economy, as it supplies protons and electrons for 
the most prominent fuel formation processes, the hydrogen 
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requirements. However, the inert nature and high melting 
point of NF makes it challenging to modify and usually high 
externally applied temperatures and pressures are required 
(hydrothermal methods) or long reaction times of hours or days 
(immersion-based methods).[9,13,14]

To meet this challenge, we applied a novel, in-liquid 
(gas-liquid dual phase), thermal, glow discharge, and anodic 
plasma electrolysis (PE) approach that consumes little 
energy and takes only minutes. For this PE approach, a 
simple two-electrode setup is sufficient to achieve the sur-
face modification within minutes. Furthermore, it does not 
require environmentally harmful chemicals or energy inten-
sive external heating.[15] Recently, gas-phase plasma-based 
methods have been reported for the synthesis or modifica-
tion of electrocatalysts.[16–18] In contrast to our approach, these 
methods are almost exclusively based on nonequilibrium 
ionized gases with low gas bulk temperatures (room tem-
perature or below).[17,18] None of these plasma methods were 
applied directly to the electrode substrate, most likely because 
such non-thermal gas plasmas are not suitable for the sur-
face nanostructuring of metals. During the herein used PE, 
local, instantaneous temperatures of up to 10 000 K were esti-
mated and the pressure inside discharge channels could reach 
≈102–103  MPa while potentials of several hundred volts are 
applied.[19] We hypothesized that such conditions are ideal to 
form a chemically stable and nanostructured anode for elec-
trocatalytic oxidation reactions, since a phase formed in such 
an environment, should easily endure the electrocatalytic con-
ditions (V  < 2.0) and thus overcome the persistent stability 
problem of OER catalysts.[20,21]

The herein reported PE approach creates a hierarchical, 
flower-like nanostructure on commercial NF. The modified 
NF is applied for the value-added selective oxidation of two 
organic substrates (5-(hydroxymethyl)furfural (HMF) and 
benzyl alcohol) reaching record high current densities of up to 

800 mA cm−2. Additionally, the PE modified NF shows a strongly 
increased OER activity compared to NF due to more accessible 
nickel sites. Without changing the morphology or surface area 
of the modified NF, we succeed in including iron showing that 
the plasma-treated NF can be chemically altered to be suitable 
for different catalytic reactions while profiting from its increased 
surface area. The iron modification leads to an increase of the 
intrinsic OER activity without significantly changing the acces-
sible redox active sites. Combining PE treatment and iron-
doping results in an OER activity enhancement of three orders 
of magnitude compared to NF at the same potential, and OER 
investigations at industrially relevant temperatures and cur-
rent densities reveal a high long-term stability. However, for the 
organic oxidation reaction, the iron-free sample is more active. 
Consistent with previous reports and herein supported by in 
situ Raman spectroscopy and methanol (MeOH) probing, we 
propose an explanation for this phenomenon connecting the 
reaction intermediates of both processes with each other. Fur-
thermore, we find that the OER activity is proportional to the 
number of redox active sites, while, in contrast, the organic sub-
strate oxidation is diffusion-limited and its turnover scales with 
the double layer capacitance (Cdl) at high current densities.

2. Results

2.1. Plasma Treatment

Using the setup shown in Figure 1a, we investigated the anodic, 
high potential (0–630  V), electrical characteristics of NF in 
0.01  m KOH (pH 11.96).[22] From the current–potential plot 
(Figure 1b), three regions can be classified: i) the conventional; 
ii) the transition; and iii) the plasma region. After the conven-
tional OER region, the current drops due to the high resistance 
of the dense gas bubble formation at the electrodes. Eventually, 

Figure 1. The plasma electrolysis process. a) The experimental setup of the in-liquid plasma treatment, a two-electrode setup with a high voltage power 
supply filled with 0.01 m KOH. b) The high potential electrical characteristics of NF in setup containing three regions: i) the conventional OER; ii) the 
transition; and iii) the plasma region. The images at the top show the NF in the three different potential regions with the characteristic glowing of the 
plasma in the region (iii).
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at a potential of 575 V, a uniform plasma-discharge is observed 
in the O2 gas bubble region of the anode (see Figure 1b). Scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) images reveal that a voltage of 
630 V applied for 10 min is most suitable for the formation of 
a homogeneously nanostructured surface (Figures S1 and S2, 
Supporting Information). For the applied parameters (630  V, 
0.6 A, 10 min) and assuming an electricity price of 0.15 US$ per 
kilowatt-hour, a low energy consumption of 63 Wh and a small 
electricity cost below 0.02 US$ per centimeter square electrode 
is obtained.

2.2. Morphology, Redox Activity, and Surface Area

SEM shows that untreated NF has a flat surface, and, in the 
cross section, no surface oxide layer can be seen (Figure 2a–c 
and Figures S3–S6, Supporting Information). After plasma 
treatment (NF-Plasma), a hierarchical nanostructure is visible 
consisting of 0.1–1 µm large spherical objects that stack on each 
other, partly agglomerate, and form a thick, homogeneous layer 
covering the entire NF surface (Figure 2d–i and Figures S7–S10,  
Supporting Information). Larger magnifications reveal that 

Figure 2. SEM investigations showing the plasma electrolysis induced morphology changes. SEM images with a top view (a) and cross section view 
(b,c) of untreated, commercially available nickel foam (NF). No hierarchical nanostructure or surface modification can be seen (see Figures S3–S6, Sup-
porting Information, for more SEM images and elemental mappings). d–h) SEM images of NF after the plasma treatment from a top view showing the 
presence of hierarchical nanostructures (see Figure S7, Supporting Information, for more images). i) SEM image of the cross section of plasma-treated 
NF showing a thin, porous surface layer (see Figure S8, Supporting Information, for more images). j–l) SEM/EDX elemental mapping of the plasma-
treated NF with a top view (see Figure S9, Supporting Information, for EDX spectrum), showing a homogeneous distribution of nickel and oxygen. 
m–o) SEM/EDX elemental mapping of the cross section of plasma-treated NF (see Figure S10, Supporting Information, for EDX spectrum) revealing an 
oxide surface layer. The cross-section images were taken of samples that were embedded into epoxy resin and grounded down to obtain cross-sections.
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these spheres consist of smaller nano petals that are only a few 
nanometers thick and give the spheres a flower-like appear-
ance. Cross section images reveal an ≈200–500  nm thick, 
porous surface layer (Figure  2i,m, and Figure S8, Supporting 
Information). SEM energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) mappings 
demonstrate a homogenous distribution of Ni and O and the 
respective EDX spectrum contains a clear oxygen peak com-
pared to the one of untreated NF (Figure 2j–l, and Figures S4 
and S9, Supporting Information). An EDX mapping of the 
cross section shows that the porous surface layer contains Ni 
and O (Figure 2m–o, and Figure S10, see Figure S6, Supporting 
Information, for untreated NF). For NF and NF-Plasma, cyclic 
voltammetry (CV) in 1  m KOH revealed reversible redox fea-
tures that can be assigned to the oxidation of NiII (Figure S11a, 
Supporting Information).[23–26] Integration of the reduction 
peak yields an increase of the nickel redox activity by around 
40 times through the plasma treatment (Figure S11b,c, Sup-
porting Information), and the double layer capacitance (Cdl) 
increased around six times (Figures S11e and S12, Supporting 
Information).

2.3. Iron Doping

Iron doping was achieved by cycling NF-Plasma in Fe(NO3)3 
saturated 1 m KOH (Figure S12a, Supporting Information). Ten 
CV cycles were chosen as the OER activity merely changed after 
the tenth cycle. This treatment increases the redox peak poten-
tial while the current maximum height remained almost the 
same (Figures S11c and S12a, Supporting Information) which 
is typical for iron doping at easily accessible edge or defect sites 
of nickel oxyhydroxides.[27] It is reported that such an incor-
poration leads to dramatically improved OER activity but only 
marginally affects the majority of the nickel redox species that 
reside surrounded by six nickel atoms within a layer and most 
likely do not participate in catalysis.[27] SEM images taken after 
the iron incorporation into a NF-Plasma sample show that the 
morphology was unaltered (Figure S13, Supporting Informa-
tion). Furthermore, SEM/EDX analysis reveals the presence of 
iron and potassium and shows a homogeneous distribution of 
Ni, Fe, K, and O (Figure S14, Supporting Information). Also, the 
Cdl remains almost unchanged by the iron doping (Figure S12b, 
Supporting Information).

2.4. PXRD and XPS

The powder X-ray diffractogram (pXRD) contains only reflexes 
of metallic nickel. Thus, the newly formed Ni(Fe)OxHy phases 
are all amorphous (Figure S15, Supporting Information). For all 
three samples, the X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) in the Ni 
2p region are consistent with the presence of a NiII surface spe-
cies (Figure 3a).[28,29] Only for the NF-Plasma-Fe sample, a clear 
Fe 2p doublet with a binding energy typical for FeIII is present 
(Figure 3b).[29] The O 1s spectrum of NF is consistent with mainly 
hydroxide species and adsorbed water (Figure 3c).[30,31] The O 1s 
spectra of NF-Plasma and NF-Plasma-Fe indicate also these two 
species but additionally have a shoulder at lower binding energy 
which can be assigned to metal oxide (OII−). The elemental sur-

face composition determined from the XPS measurements 
reveals that 26 at% of iron compared to nickel were incorporated 
through the CVs (Figure 3c). In principle, as a potential of 630 V 
was applied during the plasma treatment, nickel phases with 
higher oxidation states are expected but only NiII was observed 
by XPS. The nickel at the surface most likely reacted with air 
forming NiII after the plasma treatment. Below the surface NiII, 
XPS depth profiling detects nickel in higher oxidation states 
(mainly NiOOH) and ultimately the main species is Ni° from the 
metallic NF beneath the surface oxide layer (Figure 3e).

2.5. OER Activity and Stability

The electrocatalytic OER properties in 1  m KOH of four sam-
ples were measured and compared (NF, NF-Fe, NF-Plasma, and 
NF-Plasma-Fe; see Figure 4a for an overview). The reverse scan 
of the CV measurements reveals the activity trend NF < NF-
Plasma = NF-Fe < NF-Plasma-Fe with NF-Plasma-Fe yielding 
the current densities 10, 100 and 500 mA cm−2 at 207 ± 4, 248 
± 5 and 304 ± 11 mV overpotential, respectively (Figure 4b and 
see Figure S16a, Supporting Information, for data without iR 
correction). This OER activity trend is confirmed by the diam-
eter of the Nyquist plots obtained by electrochemical imped-
ance spectroscopy (Figure S16b, Supporting Information). To 
provide a meaningful comparison, we investigated several pre-
viously published iron-nickel catalysts as well as iridium and 
ruthenium oxides under the same conditions (Figure  4c and 
Figure S17, Supporting Information).[11,32] The NF-Plasma-Fe 
electrode shows the lowest overpotential of all studied systems. 
Besides activity, a critical parameter is the long-term stability 
at industrially relevant current densities. Thus, we performed 
a chronopotentiometry (CP) stability test at 200  mA cm−2 for 
140 h showing a stable overpotential of 275 ± 5 mV (Figure 4d). 
Further improvements can be achieved by operating at elevated 
temperatures like in industrial systems. The potential required 
to reach 500  mA cm−2 is reduced by 60  mV to 1.473 ± 0.013 
VRHE when the temperature is increased to 60 °C (Figure 4e). A 
stability test at 60 °C and 400 mA cm−2 also shows no decline in 
activity (Figure 4e, inset).

2.6. Tafel Analysis and OER Activity Normalization

Steady-state Tafel measurements reveal small Tafel slopes of 
32 and 34 mV/dec for the iron-doped samples and Tafel slopes 
of 43 and 46 mV/dec for the samples without intentional iron 
incorporation (Figure  4f). For rigorous iron-free nickel oxyhy-
droxides, Tafel slopes of ≈70–110  mV/dec are typical.[33,34] The 
inclusion of iron then continuously decreases this slope to 
≈30 mV/dec.[34] Commercially available NF foam is never com-
pletely iron-free and the NF used by us contains 0.008 wt% 
(80  ppm) iron while the 1  m KOH contained <0.05  ppm Fe. 
Thus, the Tafel slopes observed by us are in accordance with 
nickel oxyhydroxide with iron traces (NF and NF-Plasma) and 
with nickel–iron oxyhydroxides close to an optimum nickel–
iron ratio for the OER (NF-Fe and NF-Plasma-Fe).[33,34] Most 
importantly, the similar Tafel slope values indicate that the 
plasma treatment does not alter the reaction mechanism or the 
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nature of the active site. Nevertheless, one clear effect of the 
plasma treatment on the Tafel plot can be seen: the plasma-
treated samples possess a linear behavior until current den-
sities of 500  mA cm−2 while the non-treated samples show 
deviation from linearity starting at 10–30 mA cm−2. The earlier 
deviation from linearity indicates that additional effects to the 
molecular kinetics inhibit the OER for these samples which 
could be mass transport limitations (hydroxide or oxygen diffu-
sion, oxygen bubble detachment) or a too high surface interme-
diate coverage caused by the smaller surface area and number 
of active sites. As redox active sites fulfill various prerequisites 

for the OER (being anodically wired, having access to electro-
lyte [proton transfer], having an ability to change the oxida-
tion state)[35] and considering that similar Tafel slopes indicate 
similar reaction mechanisms/active sites, we normalized the 
steady state OER data by the number of nickel redox active sites 
obtained by integration of the redox peak (Figure 4g).[21,26] With 
this normalization, the two iron-doped electrodes have a similar 
activity as well as the two non-incorporated ones. Furthermore, 
we calculated the O2 turnover frequencies of the four catalysts 
based on the number of redox active nickel centers (Figure 4g, 
y-axis on the right).[26]

Figure 3. The core-level XPS analysis of NF, NF-Plasma, and NF-Plasma-Fe. The Ni 2p spectra (a) of all films show two dominant 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peaks 
with accompanying satellites typical for NiII(OH)2.[28,29] The presence of Fe can only be found for NF-Plasma-Fe and the observed doublets in the Fe 
2p spectrum (b) correspond to a FeIII species.[29] The O 1s spectra (c) of NF-Plasma and NF-Plasma-Fe display similar peaks responsible for metal 
oxide, hydroxides, and adsorbed water while NF spectrum mostly shows surface hydroxide species.[30,31] The XPS quantification of Ni and Fe content 
of NF-Plasma-Fe on the surface is given in (d). e) The Ni 2p XPS depth profiling of NF-Plasma at three different sputtering times where the amount 
of hydroxide and oxide peaks diminished continuously with subsequent increase of Ni0 species.[28,29]
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2.7. Post OER Analysis

XPS and SEM investigation of the NF-Plasma-Fe samples after 
24 h at 200 mA cm−2 showed no change in the chemical nature 

or morphology of the sample, which is reasonable considering 
that the as prepared phases were formed under much harsher 
alkaline anodic conditions already (Figures S18 and S19, 
Supporting Information).

Figure 4. Electrochemical characterization. All measurements are with iR compensation (see Supporting Information for details). a) Overview of the 
samples that were electrocatalytically investigated. b) Cyclic voltammograms at a scan rate of 5 mV s−1. c) Comparison of the overpotentials at 100 mA 
cm−2 with various other Ni-, Fe-, NiFe-, and noble metal-based catalysts (see Figure S17, Supporting Information, for details).[32] The loading of the 
powder samples was (0.8 mg cm−2). Immersion means that the iron doping was performed by simple immersion in a 20 mmol−1 aqueous Fe(NO3)3 
solution for 4 h, as reported previously.[11] d) CP stability test at 25 °C with the hydrogen production rate (see Supporting Information for details). e) 
CV and CP stability test at 60 °C. f) Tafel slopes from steady-state CA measurements. g) Normalization of the data of Figure 4f by the number of redox 
active sites from the reduction peaks of Figures S11 and S12a, Supporting Information, and O2 turnover frequency data based in the number of redox 
active nickel sites (more information on the calculations can be found in the Supporting Information and ref. [26]).
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2.8. Methanol (MeOH) Probing and In Situ Raman Spectroscopy

Recently, Liu et  al. suggested MeOH as a probing molecule 
for electrophilic oxygen species (*[Oe]) on a catalyst surface 
(see Supporting Information for a discussion on the nature of 
this species).[36] In this regard, for NF-Plasma and NF-Plasma-
Fe, we recorded CVs with and without MeOH in 1  m KOH 
(Figure 5a,b). For both catalysts, in the presence of MeOH, high 
current densities are observed between the nickel redox feature 
and the OER onset of the MeOH free CVs probing *[Oe]. In 
this range, MeOH oxidation occurs and no bubbles form at 
the anode, as previously reported.[37] The addition of iron has 
three effects: i) it decreases the current density of selective 
MeOH oxidation (the current density at 1.43 VRHE is around two 
times higher for NF-Plasma); ii) it shifts the redox peak anodi-
cally; and iii) it shifts the OER onset to higher potentials. Thus, 

NF-Plasma-Fe oxidizes MeOH slower and the potential range 
and maximum potential where MeOH oxidation without OER 
interference occurs is narrower making NF-Plasma the better 
alcohol oxidation catalyst. Furthermore, for NF-Plasma and 
NF-Plasma-Fe, the current density for the backward scan (from 
high to low potential) is higher than the one of the forward 
scan indicating that the electrode is transformed into a more 
active state for MOR-oxidation catalysis (most likely involving a 
higher oxidized catalyst).

In and ex situ Raman data was recorded at various poten-
tials and different conditions of NF-Plasma (Figure  5c) and 
NF-Plasma-Fe (Figure  5d). Consistent with the XPS results, 
the Raman spectrum of as prepared NF-Plasma exhibits the 
typical NiIIO vibration of dehydrated or disordered nickel 
hydroxide along with small features that could be related to 
a nickel oxide.[38,40–42] When applying an increased anodic 

Figure 5. Methanol (MeOH) probing and in situ Raman spectroscopy. CVs (5 mV s−1, stirring) in 1 m KOH with and without MeOH of NF-Plasma 
(a) and NF-Plasma-Fe (b). The grey arrows mark the scan direction. The addition of MeOH leads to much higher current densities assigned to the 
oxidation of MeOH through an electrophilic oxygen intermediate (*[Oe]). In situ Raman spectra taken at various potentials shown in (a) and (b) of 
NF-Plasma (c) and NF-Plasma-Fe (d). The vertical dashed lines mark the three most prominent vibrations and their assignment to vibrations of the 
[NiO6] octahedra of Ni(Fe)OOH (Ni/Fe in green and O in red) and a previously reported [O-O] vibration.[38,39]
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potential, the NiIIO vibration vanishes, and two other bands 
related to the bending δ(NiIIIO) (482 cm−1) and stretching 
ν(NiIIIO) (564 cm−1) vibrations typical for NiOOH appear. 
Furthermore, at 1.53 VRHE, a peak previously assigned to an 
[O-O] vibration is present at 1072  cm−1.[38,39] For NF-Plasma-
Fe, the same vibrational modes can be observed, in line with 
the presence of a Ni(Fe)OOH phase. Comparing the various 
Raman spectra, differences in the intensity ratios of the bands 
observed at 482 and 564 cm−1 are detectable. In this regard, 
decreasing I482/I564 ratios have been correlated to higher 
iron contents.[34] Furthermore, such a decrease can also be 
caused by NiOH deprotonation and by higher nickel oxida-
tion states which both can be induced by anodic potentials.[43] 
These trends are further confirmed herein: iron incorporated 
samples show lower I482/I564 ratios, and, for NF-Plasma and 
NF-Plasma-Fe, the I482/I564 ratio is smaller, for the in situ 
OER spectra at 1.53 VRHE in comparison to the measurements 

accomplished ex situ after OER. The spectra recorded during 
MeOH oxidation exhibit the same features as those moni-
tored during OER, including the [O-O] vibration, but reveal 
an additional band at 1026 cm−1 characteristic for MeOH. For 
NF-Plasma during MeOH oxidation, the ν(NiIIIO) vibra-
tion is red-shifted and the I482/I564 ratio is comparable to the 
one observed in the spectrum acquired without MeOH at a 
more cathodic potential (1.23 VRHE) than the nickel redox fea-
ture indicating a lowered nickel oxidation state. Comparing the 
spectra after OER (1 h under air and at room temperature) to 
the ones after stirring in 0.1 m MeOH for 5 min, it is obvious 
that, after OER, the spectral features of NF-Plasma and  
NF-Plasma-Fe resemble those of NiIII(Fe)OOH species, while 
after MeOH stirring, they are similar to the NiIIOxHy phase 
(see NF-Plasma as prepared).[38,40–42] As already reported, this 
shows that MeOH can reduce NiOOH to Ni(OH)2 (potential 
independent mechanism).[44,45]

Figure 6. Organic oxidation reactions. CA measurements of 1 m KOH solutions with NF-Plasma with either 5-(hydroxymethyl)furfural (HMF) or benzyl 
alcohol (BA) at different concentrations, with and without stirring, and at different potentials. The inset in (c) shows the reaction occurring in (a–c). 
The inset in (f) shows the reaction occurring in (d–f). The CA measurements shown in (c) and (f) were terminated after exactly the charge was passed 
required for full product formation. After that 1H-NMR spectroscopy was performed (Figures S22 and S23, Supporting Information). (c) and (f) include 
the hydrogen production rate (for details on the calculation see the Supporting Information).
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2.9. Value-Added Selective Oxidation of 5-(hydroxymethyl)
furfural (HMF) and benzoic acid (BA)

Inspired by the high current densities and large potential range for 
the selective oxidation of MeOH, we investigated the value-added 
oxidation of benzyl alcohol (BA) and 5-(hydroxymethyl)furfural to 
benzoic acid and 2,5-furandicarboxylic acid (FDCA), respectively 
(see Figure 6c,f for reaction equations). Benzoic acid is a widely 
applied chemical with an annual production of more than 640 kt 
and so far relies on the resource- and energy-intensive toluene 
oxidation process.[46,47] HMF is a biomass-derived substrate and 
FDCA can be used as a precursor for polymers.[32,48] Thus, electro-
catalytic HMF oxidation is a route to sustainable polymers.

First, in 1 m KOH without stirring, LSVs were recorded with 
NF-Plasma or NF (reference) as working electrode and with or 
without 0.1  m HMF (Figure S20, Supporting Information) or 
BA (Figure S21, Supporting Information). Like for MeOH, the 
LSVs reveal a potential range where HMF/BA oxidation occurs 
before the OER onset. Furthermore, for industrial applications, 
the transformation rate is crucial. We find that the HMF/BA 
oxidation rate depends on stirring, substrate concentration, and 
potential under steady-state high current density conditions 
(Figure  6). Based on these investigations, we performed bulk 
CA electrolysis experiments with the intention of full conver-
sion of both substrates at a potential just below the OER onset 
(1.49 VRHE). The achieved current densities are larger than 
previously reported ones reaching 800 and 600  mA cm−2 for 
0.1 m HMF and BA, respectively.[32,49–51] Over time, the current 
decreases due to reduced substrate concentration. After exactly 
the required amount of charge for full conversion was passed 
(578.91 C for HMF and 385.94 C for BA), 1H-NMR spectroscopy 
reveals >95% transformation for HMF (<5% non-electrochem-
ical degradation product was detected as reported previously 
in 1 m KOH, Figure S22, Supporting Information)[50] and 96% 
isolated yield for BA could be obtained (Figure S23, Supporting 
Information). Thus, for both reactions, Faradaic efficiencies of 

above 95% were achieved. NF also shows some oxidation activity 
but with a six times lower current density, and a 1H-NMR spec-
trum acquired after the same time as for NF-Plasma reveals var-
ious products together with only partial substrate consumption 
(Figure 6c,f, and Figures S22 and S23, Supporting Information).

3. Discussion

We have successfully increased the surface area, number of 
redox active sites, and Cdl of NF by creating a hierarchically 
nanostructured surface with a flower-like appearance. Such a 
high surface area NF can be suitable for various electrocata-
lytic reactions. Furthermore, after the plasma treatment, we 
have incorporated iron without changing the morphology indi-
cating that the plasma-treated NF can potentially be chemi-
cally modified to be suitable for various catalytic processes. 
For the OER, the plasma treatment and iron doping lead to 
an activity enhancement of three orders of magnitude com-
paring current densities at the same potential. XPS, powder 
X-ray diffractogram (pXRD) and in situ Raman data show 
that similar NiOOH or NixFe1−xOOH are formed during OER 
for all samples. To explain the high activities and their dif-
ferences, the two most important parameters to improve the 
turnover frequency of a catalytic system (electrode) must be 
separated and quantified (Figure 7). The first one is to increase 
the number of active sites and the second one to enhance the 
intrinsic activity per active site. In this regard, we investigated 
four electrodes (Figure  4a). The two electrodes without (NF 
and NF-Plasma) and the two with iron doping (NF-Fe and NF-
Plasma-Fe) have a similar Tafel slope indicating the same reac-
tion mechanism and same kind of active sites/phase. As redox 
active sites fulfil various prerequisites for the OER (being 
anodically wired, having access to electrolyte [proton transfer], 
having an ability to change the oxidation state),[35] we normal-
ized the steady-state OER data by the number of nickel redox 

Figure 7. Two ways to improve the activity of an electrocatalyst. Herein, the number of active sites was increased using an in-liquid plasma treatment, 
and the intrinsic activity was tuned by iron doping and by increasing the temperature. Compared to bare NF at RT, the OER activity was 7200 times 
larger at the same potential versus RHE. For the OER, the iron-containing electrodes were 30 times more active than the one without; for the alcohol/
aldehyde oxidation, it was the other way around and the iron-free electrodes showed an around two times higher activity at the same potential.
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active sites obtained by integration of the redox peak (e−
redox, 

Figure 4g).[21,26] This normalization results in similar currents 
for NF and NF-Plasma as well as NF-Fe and NF-Plasma-Fe. 
Thus, NF and NF-Plasma have the same kind of active sites/
phase and the number of active sites is proportional to e−

redox. 
The same is true for the pair NF-Fe and NF-Plasma-Fe. In gen-
eral, the plasma treatment leads to a 40-time increased number 
of catalytic active sites. We note here that this proportional rela-
tion does not necessarily mean that all redox active nickel sites 
are catalytically active or have the same turnover frequency. 
Consistent with previous reports on NiOxHy phases,[52] iron 
doping leads to a changed Tafel slope and a 30-time increased 
activity per e-

redox indicating a higher intrinsic catalytic activity 
per active site. Combining these two effects with an increase 
of the electrolyte temperature to 60  °C results in an increase 
of the OER activity by 30 × 40 × 6 = 7200 times compared to 
untreated NF at the same potential at 25 °C and positions NF-
Plasma-Fe among the most active, recently benchmarked OER 
catalysts (Figures 7 and 4c).[9]

For the oxidation of alcohols and aldehydes in 0.1  m KOH, 
two reaction mechanisms were proposed by Choi et  al.[4,45,53] 
One is potential independent meaning that the current den-
sity does not increase with increasing anodic potential after the 
onset. In this mechanism, the NiOOH reacts as a chemical oxi-
dation reagent in the rate-determining step (rds) and the role 
of the applied potential is merely to regenerate NiOOH. The 
other one is potential dependent, which is favored at higher 
pH values (herein 1  m KOH is used) and involves the oxida-
tion of [NiIIIO−II]. In [NiIIIO−II] oxidation, the [O−II] ligand 
cannot be considered redox innocent and various works have 
shown that oxygen species with electrophilic character is 
formed.[23,24,36,38,40,39,54] It has been suggested that the forma-
tion of electrophilic oxygen (*[Oe], see Supporting Information 
for a discussion on the nature of this species) from water or 
hydroxide is the initial reaction step for the OER and the oxi-
dation of alcohols.[36,53,55–57] Thus, both reactions will compete 
for this intermediate. The oxidation potential of alcohols is 
much lower than the one of water,[58] and, in general, alcohol 
oxidation has been reported to proceed quickly after *[Oe] for-
mation.[36,59] However, for nickel based water oxidation, the 
consecutive reactions have been described to be the rds.[36,57,60] 
So, a good alcohol oxidation catalyst should easily form *[Oe] 
and then have higher reaction barriers for the consecutive OER 
steps.[53] This leads to a high selectivity toward alcohol oxida-
tion. However, if the OER rds of a catalyst is the *[Oe] formation 
and the consecutive OER steps proceed quickly, it will imme-
diately perform OER after *[Oe] formation.[36] *[Oe] formation 
was observed to occur simultaneously with the nickel oxida-
tion peak at 1.36 VRHE (Figure 5a,b, and Figures S20 and S21,  
Supporting Information),[36,38,56] which involves around 1.6 
electrons per NiII.[23–26] Herein, without organic substrate, no 
catalytic current is observed after the nickel oxidation peak until 
≈1.50 VRHE (Figure 5a), most likely because a consecutive OER 
step requires 1.50 eV. In this potential range (1.36–1.50 VRHE), 
the pure nickel catalyst can perform the oxidation of an alcohol 
without the interference of the OER which has also been shown 
previously by rotating ring-disk electrode measurements.[36] 
The incorporation of iron into the electrode has three effects 
(Figure  5a,b): i) it decreases the current density of selective 

MeOH oxidation (the current density at 1.43 VRHE is around 
two times higher for NF-Plasma than NF-Plasma-Fe); ii) it 
increases the redox peak potential; and iii) it reduces the OER 
onset potential. Thus, the *[Oe] formation becomes more diffi-
cult while the following rds OER step becomes easier resulting 
in a higher OER activity that onsets directly after the redox 
peak.[53] Therefore, a smaller range and lower maximum poten-
tial exist where selective MeOH oxidation could be performed 
on NF-Plasma-Fe compared to NF-Plasma. Taken together, for 
a pure nickel catalyst, the rds occurs after the initial adsorption 
and oxidation of OH-/H2O (*[Oe] formation), while the initial 
*[Oe] formation is rate-determining for an iron-nickel catalyst. 
This conclusion also agrees with recent theoretical investiga-
tions.[36,57] Therefore, NF-Plasma is the less active OER but 
better alcohol/aldehyde oxidation catalyst. As the NF-Plasma 
and NF-Plasma-Fe have the same morphology and surface area 
(Figure 2d–h, and Figures S12b and S13, Supporting Informa-
tion), the observed differences originate only from electronic 
and mechanistic effects.

After comparing iron-containing and iron-free samples, 
we arrive at the effects of the plasma treatment. NF-Plasma 
shows 40-times higher OER activity than NF; however, for the 
BA/HMF oxidation, under steady-state conditions, NF-Plasma 
is only around six times more active. Thus, in contrast to the 
OER activity, the BA/HMF oxidation activity is not proportional 
to e−

redox. However, herein and by others, it has been proposed 
that both reactions have similar kinds of active sites.[36] There-
fore, another effect must be responsible for the reduced activity 
enhancement. In this regard, the HMF/BA oxidation steady-state 
measurements clearly show an effect of substrate concentration 
and stirring revealing that the reaction is limited by substrate 
diffusion. During the OER, where hydroxide must be trans-
ported, no such effects have been observed, which is reason-
able considering a hydroxide diffusion coefficient of 45 µcm2 s−1  
and a concentration of 1  m compared to 9.2 and 8.5 µcm2 s−1 
for HMF and BA, respectively, and a concentration of 0.1 m.[61–63] 
Furthermore, diffusion limitations are probably particularly rel-
evant in this study due to the high current densities resulting 
from the large density of active sites or adsorbed *[Oe] per geo-
metrical surface area electrode. Diffusion limitations in the near 
electrode area affect how the surface area influences the catalytic 
turnover. In this regard, the HMF/BA activity scales well with 
the six times enhanced Cdl while the OER activity scales with 
the 40-times enhanced e−

redox (Figure S11, Supporting Informa-
tion). Figure 8 shows how nanostructuring of surfaces affects 
the electrical double-layer (EDL) and the inner Helmholtz layer 
(IHL) area.[64] The EDL of the anode contains more solvated 
anions than cations while the distribution of the two species is 
even in the bulk electrolyte. During the Cdl measurement mainly 
hydroxide is migrating into the EDL which is several nano-
meters thick.[65] The IHL is comprised of specifically adsorbed 
species (e.g., hydroxide or OER reaction intermediates) and thus 
is thinner than 0.3  nm. For the same material, e−

redox should 
scale with the IHL area, as specific ad-/desorption of ions is 
required for the redox activity (e.g., Ni(OH)2 → NiOOH + e− + 
H+). The IHL area increases severely more than the EDL area, 
which is caused by the different thicknesses of these two layers. 
The larger thickness of the EDL results in a reduced sensitivity 
to nanostructures smaller than the EDL thickness (Figure  8b). 
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Therefore, the green IHL area in Figure  8b shows a much 
stronger increase from the nanostructuring than the grey EDL 
area. Coming back to the HMF/BA oxidation, in a stirred electro-
catalytic reaction, the simplest model for diffusion is that on the 
surface of the electrode a diffusion layer exists followed by a bulk 
solution with constant concentration.[66] A larger surface results 
in a larger diffusion-layer to bulk-solution interface and thus 
faster mass transport. In our case, the EDL thickness during 
mainly hydroxide migration of the Cdl measurements scales 
well with the increased diffusion during electrocatalysis, prob-
ably because the diffusion layers of both processes have com-
parable thicknesses. The observation that the OER scales with 
e−

redox (scales with the IHP area) and the diffusion-controlled 
reaction with the Cdl (scales with the EDL area) also implies that 
the optimal electrode morphology for both processes is different.

4. Conclusion

Using a novel, glow discharge, thermal, in-liquid plasma elec-
trolysis approach, the flat nickel foam surface was modified to a 
hierarchically nanostructured surface with a flower-like appear-
ance and an increased surface area and number of active sites. 
This plasma electrolysis approach involves no expensive or toxic 
chemicals (only water and KOH), consumes little energy, takes 
only 10 min, and requires only a simple two-electrode setup with 
a high-power supply and no external heating. We could dope 
iron into the plasma modified NF (NF-Plasma-Fe) under reten-
tion of its surface morphology and surface area by plain cycling. 
In this fashion, the high surface area electrode can be chemi-
cally modified to suit various catalytic processes. The obtained 
electrodes are self-supported, binder free, and stable under 
strongly anodic catalytic conditions and heavy gas formation due 
to the much harsher conditions during their synthesis. When 
applying NF-Plasma-Fe as electrodes for the OER, an industri-
ally relevant current density of 500 mA cm−2 could be achieved 

at 1.473 ± 0.013 VRHE (60 °C) and no activity decrease could be 
observed over 140 h at 200 mA cm−2. Furthermore, using a NF-
Plasma electrode, the electrocatalytic oxidation of 5-(hydroxym-
ethyl)furfural and benzyl alcohol with merely water as an oxygen 
source could be accomplished selectively at current densities 
up to 800 mA cm−2. Moreover, we found that the OER activity 
scales with the amount of redox active sites and that the organic 
oxidation reactions are limited by diffusion. This behavior is 
explained with a model considering the diffusion coefficients, 
inner Helmholtz plain, the electrical double-layer, and the elec-
trode morphology. In addition, we reveal that even though iron-
containing samples are more active for the OER, they are less 
suitable for the oxidation of alcohols and aldehydes.
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Figure 8. Scheme on the effect of surface nanostructuring of an anode on the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) and the electrical double-layer (EDL). 
a) A scheme showing the IHP, which is comprised of specifically adsorbed species, and the EDL, which starts at the electrode surface until the bulk 
electrolyte. The EDL of an anode contains more anions than cations while both are evenly distributed in the bulk electrolyte. b) Depiction of a flat and 
a through plasma electrolysis obtain nanostructured NF surface with three nano-flowers. The IHP area is proportional to the green area and the EDL 
to the grey area. Due to the much larger thickness of the EDL compared to the IHP, the IHP area increases by several times more than the EDL area 
through the nanostructuring. The thickness of the diffusion layer during electrocatalytic HMF/BA oxidation with stirring seems to be comparable to 
the one of the EDL for hydroxide migration during the double-layer capacitance measurements.
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